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Welcome!

OUr FOUndEr

Nikolas is the Founder and Chief Executive Officer of EQnomics® Consulting, and a Business 

Strategist and Excellence Trainer.

Nikolas graduated school from The American College of Greece – Pierce College, completed his 

undergraduate studies with honours B.Sc. (Hons) in Business Economics from the University of 

London – Queen Mary & Westfield College, and further obtained an M.Sc. in International Finance 

from the University of Surrey.

Having begun his career in a number of senior regional posts within Royal Dutch Shell, he has 

collectively managed regions covering the Americas, Asia and much in between while his posts held 

executive positions in Energy (Fossil & Renewable), Technology, Shipping, and Investment Funds.

His proven track-record is showcased with the managing and developing of balanced executives and 

teams, while operating high-value projects and affairs within a multitude of functions including, 

General Directorship & Strategy, Operations & Finance, Sales & Marketing, Supply & Distribution, 

Change Management, HR, Fund Management, Project Management, Public & Private sector 

Collaborations (PPCs) and Mergers & Acquisitions.

Nikola’s combination of knowledge and skills acquired after almost 20 years in the professional 

arena, is what enables him to manage, advise, and train organisations, teams and individuals on 

how to bring the best results they can.

Nikolas Theodorou has two daughters he loves spending time with and he currently lives in Athens, 

Greece. He is bilingual in English and Greek as well as being conversant in Spanish, and collaborates 

with organisations and individuals on a global level.

Founder and C.E.O. 

niKOLaS ThEOdOrOU
www.linkedin.com/in/ngt07
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“80% of success depends on  
the way you think!”

OUr dna

CUSTOMiSE
we begin our business relationship 

with respect to how you work

agrEE On
the method, the time and the 

measurable results

highLighT
the critical areas that call for 

support, change, re-engineering

hOW WE WOrK

aCTiVaTE
strategic solutions that will bring 

the results you aim for

CrEaTE
a holistic program that 
responds to your needs

gUaranTEE
staying in touch to ensure learning 

has become a consistent part of the 
way you live and work

Born out of our passion to propel companies, teams and individuals  
create the results they desire and witness them thrive.

in order to succeed in this ever-changing environment and fast-paced technological developments, 
we now need to master a range of sophisticated, “soft” emotional skills in order to guarantee 

ourselves success in tomorrow’s Business field.

Electricity, the element that 
is essential in creating our 
thoughts and movement.

The endless possibilities that 
arise from the combination of 

our thoughts and actions.

From the greek nOMOS, as all our thoughts 
and movements need order to take us to where 
we want to go and lead us to the results we are 
aiming for as individuals or as part of a greater 

Team.

Elecτro Quantum nomics

OUr COMParaTiVE adVanTagE

indUSTriaLiSaTiOn
industry & Sector Focused

LOCaLiSaTiOn
Country & Culture adapted

PErSOnaLiSaTiOn
Company & Participant Tailored
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BUSinESS SUCCESS
Training

The EQnomics®  Training courses are designed to cover:

 Leadership advanced

 Leadership Expert 

 Communication advanced

 Communication Expert 

 negotiations advanced

 negotiations Expert

 Target XP

 Public Speaking

 Coach PrO

 Tailor - Made

 high Performance alignment (Hpa) 

Whether you have opted for our 1-day Workshop or our 

longer Training sessions, the theory is delivered via applicable 

techniques and is packed with regional and/or global Best 

Practice relative to your company’s industry and size.

BE EXCELLEnT!
in-house Τraining courses for over 6 

participants form a cost effective and 

focused option, while the material can 

be delivered both in the English and 

greek languages internationally,  

be that the americas, Europe, africa  

& the Middle East, S.E. asia,  

asia or asia pacific.

driven by our Education arm and reinforced...

with a combination of solid operational science and hands-on multinational experience both in 

complex matrix multinational organisations and small and medium enterprises (SME’s), EQnomics® 

is your choice of top class rEaL Corporate & Business Leadership, Training & development (LTd) 

that provides assured return on investment (rOi).

“The Secret Of Business  
Is To Know Something

That Nobody Else Knows.”

aristotle Onassis
greek Shipping Magnate

DuRiNG THis TRAiNiNG wE pRoviDE you wiTH:

  Complete manuals

  Certificates of achievement

  Light lunch, coffee and snacks throughout the day

REsERvE youR plACE:
this Training can be brought to you and taught in-house* 
or at our offices * (according to your company’s requirements)

CoNTACT us: 
to discuss your options and how to design this course 
according to your needs.
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aiM:
To give you a new cutting-edge perspective on Executive Management as industrious entrepreneurs 

and directors of steering the path forward, having sustained the challenges of the past, you might 

find yourself wearing a number of Corporate “Hats”. Some might be involved within a diversified 

area of operations adding to a further set of complexity, skill requirement and time allocation. 

Juggling time, attention and focus between your elaborate network of associates, future prospects 

in Business and friends and family while managing complex executive functions can prove very 

demanding.

WhO FOr:
industry leaders, Corporate directors, Management Teams (MT), Business Owners, development & 

progression of High potential staff.

LEadErShiP
adVanCEd Training

 Provide insight into our most important asset, the 
human Brain, outlining its functions and methods 
for creating thought and action

 Direct yourself and your MT towards finding 
solutions without getting side-tracked by details

 Boost your strategic thinking and apply that to 
your business, family or own self,

 Facilitate productive conflict resolution

 acquire tools in order to support your MT into 
setting and attaining goals

 Obtain ways to r einforce executive brainstorming 
which you can then bring into your MT meeting 
rooms

 Find ways to obtain agreement

 Use language eloquently in order to positively 
influence your staff and attain your professional 
goals

 Evaluate factors that limit you and find ways of 
how to overcome them 

 Coach self & others on a path to excellence

 increase your capacity to successfully resolve 
dilemmas (business or personal)

 have the ability to better perceive other people’s 
perspective

 Coach self & others on a path to excellence

UPOn COMPLETiOn yOU  
ShaLL BE aBLE TO:

 Cognitive & Behavioural strengths and weaknesses

 Techniques of effective way of thinking

 The use of questions in order to discreetly 
evaluate situations, resolve issues, set targets

 deeper language patterns and using them 
effectively

a TyPiCaL Training 
ShaLL COVEr: 

“Failure is simply
the opportunity to begin again, 

this time more intelligently.”

henry Ford
Founder of Ford Motor Company



“A leader is best when people  
barely know he exists, 

when his work is done, his aim fulfilled,  
they will say: 

we did it ourselves.”

Lao Tzu
Chinese Philosopher
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ΑΙΜ:
To build cutting-edge leadership capabilities that will enable you as an industry expert to meet and 

exceed strategic objectives of your organisation while at the same time enhance your intrapreneurial 

impact. These challenging times signify that leaders who have foreseen or planned an organisational 

transformation must take the necessary actions so as to direct their teams towards the extraordinary 

results they aim for.

WhO FOr
industry leaders, Corporate directors, Management Teams (MT), Business Owners

PrErEQUiSiTE:
Completion of Leadership advanced training

LEadErShiP
EXPErT  Training

 Provide further insight into our most important 
asset, the human Brain, outlining its functions and 
methods for creating thought and action

 Perceive the spectrum of choice available to you 
therefore change unproductive thought processes

 Direct yourself and your MT towards finding 
solutions without getting side-tracked by details

 Boost your strategic thinking and apply that to your 
business, family or own self

 acquire tools in order to support your MT into 
setting and attaining goals

 Obtain ways to reinforce executive brainstorming 
which you can then bring into your MT meeting 
rooms

 Find ways to obtain agreement

 Use language eloquently in order to positively 
influence your staff and attain your professional 
goals

 Evaluate factors that limit you and find ways of how 
to overcome them

 Coach self & others on a path to development

 navigate through challenges and unforeseen 
events using creativity and innovation

UPOn COMPLETiOn yOU  
ShaLL BE aBLE TO:

 Effective dilemma resolution

 Techniques for flexible and creative ways of 
dealing with crises or “dead-ends”

 The use of methods to successfully gain clarity of a 
situation and decide upon course of action

 Techniques to better perceive other people’s 
perspective

a TyPiCaL Training  
ShaLL COVEr: 

DuRiNG THis TRAiNiNG wE pRoviDE you wiTH:

  Complete manuals

  Certificates of achievement

  Light lunch, coffee and snacks throughout the day

REsERvE youR plACE:
this Training can be brought to you and taught in-house* 
or at our offices * (according to your company’s requirements)

CoNTACT us: 
to discuss your options and how to design this course 
according to your needs.
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Brian TraCy
Motivational Public Speaker 

and Self-Development Author

“Communication is a skill that 
you can learn. It’s like riding a 

bicycle or typing. If you’re willing 
to work at it, you can rapidly 

improve the quality of every part 
of your life.”

COMMUniCaTiOn 
adVanCEd Training

 Create the right first impression

 Build stronger and more meaningful relationships

 Understand the neurobiology behind human 

communication & interaction

 Manage communication with yourself and others

 handle the complete communication process and 

be in control of it

 Use communication (internal & external) as a tool 

to achieving your goals

UPOn COMPLETiOn yOU  
ShaLL BE aBLE TO:

 The communication-feedback loop 

 The use of language in communication 

 The variety of communication styles 

 The characteristics of an expert communicator 

 how to set communication goals 

 how to achieve your communication goals 

 how to recognise typical barriers in 
communication 

 How to overcome difficulties in communicating 
with others 

 how to enhance active listening and use it to your 
advantage in communicating 

a TyPiCaL Training  
ShaLL COVEr: 

aiM:
To communicate effectively on a personal and professional level and improve relationships with 

business associates. Failure in this respect, impacts organisational efficiency and is often demoralising 

for those concerned. 

Communication skills are therefore an essential part of everybody’s standard toolkit and 

understanding the role of communication is paramount. during this training, you will gain the skills to 

collaborate with others and leave the venue with a clear plan of how to improve your communication 

style and technique. 

WhO FOr:
Business professionals, individuals and teams wishing to strengthen their communication & 

collaboration skills, allowing them to work confidently and productively with others.



DuRiNG THis TRAiNiNG wE pRoviDE you wiTH:

  Complete manuals

  Certificates of achievement

  Light lunch, coffee and snacks throughout the day

REsERvE youR plACE:
this Training can be brought to you and taught in-house* 
or at our offices * (according to your company’s requirements)

CoNTACT us: 
to discuss your options and how to design this course 
according to your needs. 17

William Butler yeats
Poet

“Τhink like a wise man 
but communicate
in the language
of the people.”

COMMUniCaTiOn
EXPErT  Training

 Understand the way in which we communicate at 

an unconscious level with others as well as with 

ourselves 

 appreciate how emotional triggers work to create 

psychological/physical states and how to manage 

those triggers to give you greater flexibility in your 

life 

 develop skilful, elegant use of language patterns 

that motivate and influence

UPOn COMPLETiOn yOU  
ShaLL BE aBLE TO:

 Techniques that allow you flexibility in 
communicating

 The ability to recognise the deeper thoughts of 
others

 Methods with which to manoeuvre during difficult or 
demanding interactions

 Tools which allow you to change frames within a 
discussion

 Communication models of excellence that allow you 
to create acceptance when conveying your message

 Communication structures with which you can 
express yourself tactfully while influencing

 an array of communication styles for coaching, 
mentoring and managing others and yourself

a TyPiCaL Training  
ShaLL COVEr: 

aiM:
To provide a seasoned professional who manages demanding operations within multicultural 

structures, with expert communication skills. This training equips participants with cutting-edge 

skills for achieving their objectives and utilising communication as an advanced tool which offers 

them results and a competitive advantage. 

  

WhO FOr:
Business Executives and every individual or team that wishes to obtain advanced methods of 

communicating in their professional and personal life and boost their effectiveness & performance.

PrErEQUiSiTE:
Completion of  Communication Advanced training



DuRiNG THis TRAiNiNG wE pRoviDE you wiTH:

  Complete manuals

  Certificates of achievement

  Light lunch, coffee and snacks throughout the day

REsERvE youR plACE:
this Training can be brought to you and taught in-house* 
or at our offices * (according to your company’s requirements)

CoNTACT us: 
to discuss your options and how to design this course 
according to your needs. 19

howard Baker
American Politician and Diplomat

“The most difficult 
thing in almost any 

negotiation, is making 
sure that you strip it of 
the emotion and deal 

with the facts.”

nEgOTiaTiOnS
adVanCEd  Training

 attain skills required to effectively influence and 

negotiate within a sales setting

 Learn about four major behavioural styles and 

appreciate the need to amend own style accordingly

 Understand the role of negotiation through the 

entire sales cycle

 identify and further develop your own strengths 

when influencing and negotiating with others

 Expand your sphere of influence and drastically 

improve your negotiation skills

UPOn COMPLETiOn yOU  
ShaLL BE aBLE TO:

 The importance of preparing for a negotiation and 
hOW to do this

 Techniques of how to manage complicated or sticky 
scenarios

 how to evaluate your negotiating objectives

 Techniques that allow you to create “agreement 
frames”

 how to assess and adjust your negotiating position

 Techniques that allow you to “step-into-the-other-
side-shoes” and gain advantage & understanding

 How to lead the negotiating process to a Beneficial, 
profitable and actionable outcome

 how to maintain and increase the desire for 
Continued Future Collaboration

a TyPiCaL Training  
ShaLL COVEr: 

aiM:
To develop and apply the skills needed to confidently persuade and influence others and to prepare for 
and negotiate successful outcomes which identify your associates’, partners’ and customers’ needs.

negotiations occur on a daily basis within an organization and are equally crucial with external associates 
or clients. The bar is further raised on occasions when negotiations take place on an international and/
or multicultural level. The ability to influence others and negotiate effectively can make the difference 
between capturing and not capturing a deal, and hence, hitting and missing targets. 

With Communication being an integral prerequisite to a productive negotiation, it is strongly advised that 
participants have completed Communication Advanced Training.
  

WhO FOr:
Business professionals, sales staff & teams, managers, entrepreneurs, executives, supply chain 
professionals, purchasing and contracting & procurement professionals and anyone who wishes to 
expand their skills and competencies in negotiating effectively.



DuRiNG THis TRAiNiNG wE pRoviDE you wiTH:
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  Certificates of achievement
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REsERvE youR plACE:
this Training can be brought to you and taught in-house* 
or at our offices * (according to your company’s requirements)

CoNTACT us: 
to discuss your options and how to design this course 
according to your needs. 21

John F. Kennedy
35th President of the United States

“Let us never negotiate  
out of fear. 

But let us never fear
to negotiate.”

One of the fundamentals of effective negotiating is to 
achieve a win-win outcome as well as create the grounds 

for future cooperation.

EQnomics®

nEgOTiaTiOnS
EXPErT  Training

 Effectively manage any internal or external 
negotiations

 Creatively manage yourself before, throughout and 
after crucial negotiations

 Create effective negotiation teams

  attain win-win results under any type of 
negotiation scenario

 Master your preferred negotiating tactics and 
strategies

UPOn COMPLETiOn yOU  
ShaLL BE aBLE TO:

 deep overview of the negotiation structure 

 The different negotiation styles

 The different stages involved

 The negotiation “rules of engagement”

 Overview of the prevailing schools of negotiation

 The characteristics of the Expert negotiator

 The factors that affect your negotiating strategy

 Techniques that allow flexibility in changing style and 
strategy

 Practical case-study scenarios & exercises that 
prepare you for the real world

a TyPiCaL Training  
ShaLL COVEr: 

aiM:
To give participants the ability to exploit every available resource and enhance skills obtained 
during the negotiations advanced Training course. 

negotiations are an integral part of personal and professional interactions. They have been 
studied and modelled in depth for centuries. 

Mastery in negotiations, entails in-depth understanding of the different negotiating styles as well 
as robust management of the technical aspects that have been the result of these studies and 
form the protocols used by experts around the world. 

WhO FOr:
Everyone involved in managing large, complex and demanding internal and/or external scenarios, 
situations and/or organisations.



DuRiNG THis TRAiNiNG wE pRoviDE you wiTH:

  Complete manuals

  Certificates of achievement

  Light lunch, coffee and snacks throughout the day

REsERvE youR plACE:
this Training can be brought to you and taught in-house* 
or at our offices * (according to your company’s requirements)

CoNTACT us: 
to discuss your options and how to design this course 
according to your needs. 23

William a. donohue
American sociologist and civil activist

“Be stubborn 
ABOUT YOUR  GOALS

& flexible 
ABOUT YOUR METHODS.”

It’s your next step if you want  
to set and achieve your goals!

TargET XP
Training

 go beyond textbook S.M.a.r.T. targets so often 
experienced to fail

 Formulate and express your individual or common 
Targets using language patterns that the human 
brain understands and is motivated by

 Create and disseminate Target within Team so that 
all members coordinate toward it

 Program mind-sets so that you get what & where 
you want to go

 Focus on the Outcome and nOT on the planning

 Watch yourselves, as individuals or teams, 
unconsciously moving towards your objective

UPOn COMPLETiOn yOU  
ShaLL BE aBLE TO:

 Blame Vs Outcome frames

 nLP Well Formed Outcome Conditions

 From S.M.a.r.T. to smart Targets,

 associated Vs dissociated States

 Multi-target alignment

 Team alignment

a TyPiCaL Training  
ShaLL COVEr: 

aiM:
To create a good plan that will remain doable irrespective of changes in the market conditions or the 
surrounding business and economic environment. 
a number of studies have by now proven that while the human brain is unique in its capacity to 
virtualise a “perceptual” future, it is also prone to a number of cognitive “traps” that inhibit its 
capacity for accuracy.

in fact, its future statistical and forecasting capacity is quite poor and inaccurate.

EQnomics® has designed TargET XP, a training packed with all the necessary theory, practice, 
scenario applications and experience required so that upon graduation you, as an Individual, a 
Team, a Business Outfit or Management Team can zoom in, create and linguistically express your 
desired objectives in such a manner that they become a reality.

WhO FOr:
Business Professionals, Corporate Executives, Business Owners, Team Leaders, Management Teams 
(MT)



DuRiNG THis TRAiNiNG wE pRoviDE you wiTH:

  Complete manuals

  Certificates of achievement

  Light lunch, coffee and snacks throughout the day

REsERvE youR plACE:
this Training can be brought to you and taught in-house* 
or at our offices * (according to your company’s requirements)

CoNTACT us: 
to discuss your options and how to design this course 
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Winston S. Churchill
Prime Minister of Britain

“A good speech should be like 
a woman’s skirt. long enough 
to cover the subject and short 

enough to create interest.”

PUBLiC SPEaKing
Training

 Speak to groups in a convincing, confident, clear and 
professional way

 Identify and apply the key skills of effective 
presenting

 Plan, prepare and structure your presentations more 
effectively

 Keep the audience focused on you and your message

 Use visual aids to enhance rather than detract from 
your presentation

UPOn COMPLETiOn yOU  
ShaLL BE aBLE TO:

 The structure of a capturing presentation

Techniques that allow you to manage your state 
before and while presenting

 how to engage the audience with meaning, body and 
voice

 how to interact with the audience while presenting

Tools which offer you confidence, creativity and 
humour

 how to handle the Q&a session

 Methods of presenting and audio-visual aids that can 
support you

 Old-school Vs Visually meaningful presentations

a TyPiCaL Training 
ShaLL COVEr: 

aiM:
To improve Public Speaking in order to create capturing presentations and deliver them in a 
confident and impressive manner.

Presentation skills in today’s world are a core business requirement whether in writing, verbally
or in front of small or large groups. However, a significant number of people dread the moment
instead of longing for the opportunity, which results in either avoiding it or producing results
inferior to their perspective capacity.

Public Speaking can be taught, learned and perfected!

WhO FOr:
anyone involved in the creation and/or delivery of personal or professional presentations 
irrespective of the crowd size or type of venue.
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REsERvE youR plACE:
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or at our offices * (according to your company’s requirements)

CoNTACT us: 
to discuss your options and how to design this course 
according to your needs. 27

Sven goran Eriksson
Swedish Football Manager 

& Former Payer

“The greatest
barrier to success is
the fear of failure.”

COaCh PrO
Training

 install a culture of self-development across the 
board

 Create a shift in mindset when it comes to 
developing others

 adopt a coaching mentality

 Propagate the appreciation and respect towards 
others

 Support all diversity & inclusiveness actions of the 
organisation

 Enhance your coaching performance

 increase organisational vision appreciation

 positively affect overall job satisfaction

UPOn COMPLETiOn yOU  
ShaLL BE aBLE TO:

 The importance of Coaching in different contexts and 
geographies

 Coaching models and their application

 Meaningful questions

 The effect of values and beliefs in Self-Development

 Techniques for evaluating and reinforcing productive 
beliefs

 Tools that allow the coach to identify competencies 
and apply them in different areas

 Techniques that enhance motivation

 Methods of installing the need for continuous   
 development on oneself and others

a TyPiCaL Training  
ShaLL COVEr: 

aiM:
To install a coaching and self-development mentality within an organisation while offering 
participants the necessary skills to become inspiring coaches of themselves and those around 
them.

a coach is a person that can assist others to identify unproductive ways of thinking and behaving, 
realise appealing alternatives and thus maximise their potential, satisfaction and performance.  
a capable coach has the ability to support both self and others. 

in the past such skills were considered as soft and viewed as unnecessary luxuries however during 
the past 20 years their importance in both employee operations and hard number delivery has 
been identified as paramount.   

WhO FOr:
Everyone involved with interpersonal relationships within organisational contexts, multicultural 
environments or multinational arenas.



DuRiNG THis TRAiNiNG wE pRoviDE you wiTH:
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george Bernard Shaw
Playwright and a co-Founder of the 

London School of Economics

“The only man I know who behaves 
sensibly is my tailor, he takes my 
measurements anew each time he 

sees me. The rest go on with their old 
measurements and expect me  

to fit them.”

TaiLOr MadE
Training

 Exhibit sound understanding of all theory involved

 implement your newly acquired skills & 
competencies

 have insight on how you can use your newly 
acquired theoretical & practical knowledge within 
your specific organisation, industry and function

UPOn COMPLETiOn yOU  
ShaLL BE aBLE TO:

 Focused subject matter scientific theory

 in-vitro (in-class) interactive & experiential 
exercises and/or

 Case studies and industry best-practices

 application of skills in your everyday professional 
and personal life

 interaction and constant Q&a with the trainer

 Post Tailor-Made Training review and return On 
investment (rOi) consultation

a TyPiCaL Training  
ShaLL COVEr: 

aiM:
To provide focused theory and interactive exercises that will guarantee syllabus comprehension 

and ability to apply to real-world situations, with specific emphasis on your organisational 

needs. depending on the size, industry and organisational structure entailed, often the situation 

commands for solutions that are tailor-made to each enterprise. EQnomics® is equipped with the 

experience, flexibility and tools in order to be in a vantage position to provide such solutions. 

after careful consideration, consultation and assessment we will have assured a thorough 

understanding of your specific needs from an HR, Operational, Financial, project, Stakeholder and 

participant point of view that will allow us to efficiently devote time and resources in providing 

you with a choice of options that satisfy and exceed your requirements.

WhO FOr:
Large multinationals, Medium & Small size businesses, Management Teams (MT), Company 

Branches, Franchises, Start-Ups, Multicultural Organisations, operating in any industry or financial 

sector.



DuRiNG THis TRAiNiNG wE pRoviDE you wiTH:

  Complete manuals

  Certificates of achievement

  Light lunch, coffee and snacks throughout the day

REsERvE youR plACE:
this Training can be brought to you and taught in-house* 
or at our offices * (according to your company’s requirements)

CoNTACT us: 
to discuss your options and how to design this course 
according to your needs. 31

aristotle
Greek philosopher and Scientist

“We are what we repeatedly do. 
Excellence,

then, is not an act,
but a habit.”

Training

 identify successful elements applied by successful 
entrepreneurs

 Learn how to quantify and prioritise them

 incorporate them in your business’s processes

 increase motivation, innovation and focus

 drive the future of your business or team

 Combine thought and action in order to create team 
exceptional performance

UPOn COMPLETiOn yOU  
ShaLL BE aBLE TO:

 Successful Business Practices

 Behaviour Modelling

 Definition of key motivation elements

 Building strategic relationships

 how to move from envisioning a plan to acting upon it

 how to identify the right person for the role

a TyPiCaL Training  
ShaLL COVEr: 

aiM:
Following completion of the Leadership Training (adv. & Exp.), wherein participants have mastered 

their exceptional management style, they now surgically identify the quintessential elements that 

will define their success and are called upon to align these elements as a Team and bring them 

forward in order to ultimately propel the development of their Mission. This training is custom-

designed to hone in all previously learnt cutting-edge leadership strategies together with their 

uniquely combined Team elements that will lead this Business Team to identifying its Vision and 

pinpointing the specific characteristics that define each individual player.

WhO FOr:
industry Leaders, Corporate directors, Management Teams, Business Owners, development and 

progression of High potential Staff

PrErEQUiSiTE: 
Completion of Leadership advanced & Leadership Expert training

high PErFOrManCE aLignMEnT
(Hpa)
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COrPOraTE SOLUTiOnS

PrOJECTS

in order for a project to be completed 
with success, it requires experienced 
management and a reliable network 
of strategic cooperations. 20 years 
down the line, we boast know-how 

from a wide range of industries 
and a strong network of top-quality 

professionals.

KEynOTE SPEEChES

a conference, a corporate event or a forum 
are an opportunity to bond with your 

participants, whether your employees, 
perspective customers or existing clientele. 
it is a unique opportunity to deliver strategic 

messages to your audience.

WEBSiTE CrEaTiOn

your services and products are 
showcased through a fresh and clear 

website. revamp your website or create 
one from scratch, there’s plenty of 

creativity in store!

BUSinESS MOdEL & UPgradE

a successful Business Plan requires a 
holistic approach incorporating the 

Passion, the Vision and the Mission of 
your idea. in order for your endeavour 
to be healthy, it requires due diligence 

and a Financial Model that includes 
future strategic steps as well as 

profitability.

hUMan rESOUrCES

if you think a good business executive is 
costly for your company, just think how 

costly the wrong business executive 
can be! The selection process of filling a 
position can often be time-consuming 

and inefficient for you or your staff.

COrPOraTE idEnTiTy

your company’s image and the 
impression it makes on the audience 

you wish to captivate, is what makes all 
the difference when creating corporate 

identity.

STaRT-UpS

EQnomics®  has helped build a large 
number of successful businesses in 
a multitude of industries: Energy, 

Shipping, Services, Projects, 
Education, Food and Beverage, 

i.T., Finance, Pharmaceuticals, Blue 
Economy, Tourism, Consumer & 

Luxury goods.

COrPOraTE COMMUniCaTiOn

in the age of the internet, your key 
business tool is impeccable texts. in order 
to showcase your professional profile, all 

written communication with your clientele 
should look its best in the English and 

greek language.

SOCiaL MEdia ManagEMEnT

Social media is too big and important 
nowadays to leave to chance. your 
company’s extrovertness and your 
brand’s personality is showcased 

through your social media presence.

a unique combination of 20+ years of regional as well as global professional expertise is what 
guarantees a successful outcome for our Business Solutions customers. 

 

The EQnomics® team has contributed to building companies in a large variety of sectors such as:
Shipping, Energy, Education, Services, Technology, Pharmaceuticals, Consumer & Luxury goods

henry Ford
Founder of Ford Motor Company

“Don’t find fault, 
find a remedy.”
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COaChing

a well-researched Executive Coaching program offers the 
necessary support to Executives and Management Teams who 

can bring visible results to business profitability and success. 
Using the highest discretion, sessions are held with respect to 

our customers’ unique profile and individual wishes.

Whether you are a university graduate, a young 
entrepreneur or a career transition/outplacement 

executive, you may find you need to (re)determine your 
competences and see how these can be channelled into the 

available range of choices.

Today’s media require strategic handling in order to speak 
directly to the needs of yOUr audience. Leaders, Executives, 

Politicians, athletes, Journalists and Entrepreneurs: incorporate 
your unique personality and originality into every media 

opportunity and become a sought-out guest.

after your CV has been shortlisted, it is time to prepare for your 
next step, the interview, in order to nail the position locally or 

internationally. Our many years of experience within multinational 
companies in combination with our specialised recruitment 

services is the foundation on which we work.

  Erase limiting beliefs and obstacles
  Strengthen your self-confidence
  Instil effective behavioural patterns
  Bring balance to everyday life
  Present you with more choices
  Reinforce your effectiveness

 receive accurate knowledge of the current market situation
 highlight his/her CV’s strong points
 Prioritise choices and next moves in order to maximise time and cost 
efficiency

 Strategically set goals basis individual skills and the market vs CV 
dynamics

 Gain the confidence required in an interview set-up
 Know the interview procedure and steps
 Know how to answer frequently asked questions avoiding the use of 
pre-set phrases

  Learn techniques on how to instantly deal with “difficult questions”
 improve voice characteristics (volume, tone, pitch)
 improve body posture

EXECUTiVES

CarEEr and CV

MEdia

inTErViEW

«it’s the people involved that guarantee the success of even 
the best Business Plan.»

at  EQnomics®  we operate and consult you the way yOU want to be consulted!

here at EQnomics® our Executive Coaching sessions  
are designed to:

*We offer our customers the option to purchase individual one-on-one 
Executive Coaching sessions or in packs of 6 at a discounted price. 
Sessions are always held with respect to our customers’ unique profile 
and individual wishes always with the highest discretion.

at EQnomics® through one-on-one sessions we  
support the business person:

Within our studio-like setup, the EQnomics® team  
supports you through:

at EQnomics® we support our customers:

albert Einstein
Professor of theoretical physics

“The mind that opens to 
a new idea never returns 

to its original size.”
  TV interviews and dEBaTES

  radiO shows

  Public appearances

  Professional photo shoots

  Making the most of your voice 
and your body posture depend-
ing on the media objective

  Building the necessary confi-
dence to handle any interview 
set-up

 Fully familiarising yourself 
with the interview process

  gracefully bridging from 
your host’s questions to the 
answers you want to provide

  Techniques to handle “hostile” 
interviews

 Using clothes and make-up to 
enhance your natural charm



Some of our Satisfied Customers

TrUSTEd By



www.eqnomics.org 
www.facebook.com/eqnomics.org

www.linkedin.com/company/eqnomics

Leadership | agility | resilience


